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Chapter I: Introduction 
 
 
 

 My career in computational journalism started with a three-day infographics 

workshop almost four years ago. Those were still the early days of data journalism and it 

was just gaining its popularity in Europe. Resources were scarce and my self-education 

was predominantly based on a few books on information design, online resources and, to 

a great extent, on brilliant examples of data reporting and visualization done in the US. 

Even though I constantly tried to polish my skills and enrich my toolbox, I always felt a 

need for extended professional training. Two years ago I was lucky enough to start my 

Masters Program at the Missouri School of Journalism, providing me a unique 

opportunity to sate my curiosity and ambitions. 

            My studies at Mizzou encapsulated two of the most amazing things I’m 

passionate about – data journalism and technological innovations. The first was 

accomplished with first-class training in a broad range of areas, ranging from interactive 

visualization to data science and geographic information systems. The latter came into 

being with my participation in the 2016 RJI Tech Competition, which turned into an 

exciting journey, starting with brainstorming at a students’ coffee shop and finishing with 

a product presentation at Apple’s headquarters in Cupertino. From day one, my team 

strived to create a really useful tool, something that can make a difference and solve a 

real-life problem. We had a vision of a more productive and smarter way of doing 

journalism and we knew that cutting-edge information technologies might help us with 

this. That’s how we began to create our reporting tool Recordly – a smart recorder that 

can automatically transcribe audio recordings and mark the most important points with 

https://www.rjionline.org/stories/interviewing-tool-for-apple-watch-wins-2016-rji-student-competition
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timestamps and highlights. Recordly was intended to be a new tool that can drastically 

reshape the way many reporters and other media professionals work. After building the 

first prototype, we received a strong validation from our early users and professional 

community, which inspired us to continue this project. Eventually, we received strong 

financial support from the Mid-Missouri Technology Accelerator and became a part of 

the WiSTEM program that helped us gain first-hand experience and priceless mentoring 

on further developing our business. 

            Within the Recordly project, my role was predominantly connected with design, 

user interaction, and user experience. But as a data journalist, I saw a much broader range 

of potential media applications for automated techniques and algorithms. My interest in 

automated data journalism became even stronger after my summer internship at the NYT 

graphic department. I had a unique chance to learn from the leading professionals in this 

field and be part of one the most innovative journalism teams in the US. However, being 

engaged with some of the most interesting Texty.org.ua (Ukraine) projects, I was always 

fascinated with the way such a small team tackled massive data investigations, which are 

normally done by huge newsrooms with extended resources. I was excited about the scale 

of in-depth reporting and analysis, which was being done with algorithms, irrespective of 

a newsroom’s budget or size. That’s why I decided to take a deeper look at what 

technologies Texty uses right now and what tools for better reporting are still being 

missed or which tools still require substantial improvement. I was guided by my curiosity 

as a member of the media startup community and my great passion for this field as a 

regular data journalist. Being engaged with a wide spectrum of tasks, ranging from data 

visualizations to web development, to data analysis and advanced mapping, I knew that 
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my multidisciplinary training might be a great advantage to me for conducting a 

comprehensive overview of how automated technologies might be used in small 

newsrooms like Texty. 

            This project was a great challenge and learning opportunity for me. The findings 

presented in this work might also serve as a basis for my future projects and endeavors in 

data visualizations and interactive storytelling. No matter where my future career will 

take me – either into hardcore data journalism or into an experimental startup life – I’m 

pretty sure I will continue contributing to more innovative and tech-savvy journalism. 
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Chapter II: Field Notes 
 
 
 

Week 1 (January 16 – 20): 

•      Revised Designation user interviews and user tests 

•      Had two meetings with my team 

•      Revised Designation suggestion regarding timestamps 

•      Redesigned onboarding, sign in and sign up annotated wireframes 

Notes: 

During this week I analyzed all materials we had previously received from the 

Designation team. Designation is the UI/UX design bootcamp, and Recordly was lucky 

enough to serve as a case study for their intensive four-week program. At the end 

of bootcamp program, we received interviews conducted by their students, and annotated 

wireframes with alternative features/functionalities they proposed that we integrate. Their 

team did an excellent job at trying to analyze users’ needs and priorities, however after 

reviewing their materials we decided to slightly update and enhance the final wireframes. 

More precisely, this week I revised the onboarding and sign in/sign up screens. Some of 

their initial suggestions didn’t include the possibility of signing in with Facebook, and it 

was also not straightforward how the person who already has an account can sign in from 

other devices. After analyzing solutions used by other designers and a long discussion 

within our team, we agreed to leave both sign in and sign up forms on one screen with a 

toggle button that will activate an appropriate form when pressed. We also added a button 

for logging in with Facebook and an appropriate screen for authentication. 

http://designation.io/
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But the most interesting part of this week’s curriculum was a discussion around 

timestamps and the highlighting features of our app. According to the user tests and 

interviews conducted by the Designation team, users were more likely to value the option 

of just having timestamps rather then highlights first. This was a bold move. If we were 

to accept such an approach, we had to completely redesign and rethink the core part of 

our architecture. We had an extensive meeting solely dedicated to this question and 

eventually decided to stick to the scenario proposed by Designation. We removed the 

highlighting button and made timestamps our main functionality. Nevertheless, I should 

admit, that we agreed to leave the highlighting option. However, it was just a minor 

functionality available when editing or reviewing the transcription. From now on 

highlights will not be available during the actual recording, which eventually will make 

our navigation more straightforward and our user interface simpler. 

  

Week 2 (January 23 – 27): 

•      Had two meetings with my team 

•      Redesigned recording screens 

Notes: 

We noticed that the initial wireframes of the recording screens we had received 

from the Designation team had some repetitive navigation elements and slightly 

counterintuitive positioning of the buttons on the bottom navigation bar. They also 

included a “Stop” button, which we agreed would be redundant. Of course, at some point 

users should be able to stop the recording, but rather than cluttering the screen with extra 

buttons and increasing the chances of stopping the interview accidentally, we decided to 
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make it a two step process and leave the big “Pause” button. Pressing it will trigger a pop 

up window asking the user if he or she wants to continue or stop the recording. Then, 

only after confirming the end of the interview, the user will be taken to the transcript 

preview screen, otherwise the recording will resume as usual. My main task for this week 

was to integrate these changes into our final wireframes together with a timestamp 

strategy we agreed on the previous week. 

  

Week 3 (January 30 – February 3): 

•      Had two meetings with my team 

•      Updated handouts’ design 

•      Redesigned transcription screens 

•      Visited Texty.org.ua newsroom and conducted 2 interviews 

Notes: 

During this week we substantially changed the transcription preview screens. As 

agreed previously, I added highlights as an option for editing as well as a search bar and a 

separate button for creating new timestamps. After analyzing the wireframes we received 

from the Designation students, we decided to substitute the clumsy list of timestamps 

with just two delicate navigation buttons. We agreed that having the full, easily 

searchable transcript with a smooth navigation through the key points will be a much 

better user experience than providing just a table of timestamps. I also worked on the 

updated design for the handout materials, which my colleague, Anna Maikova, used 

during the Recordly presentations at WiSTEM 1871 events. Last but not least, I had a 
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chance to visit the Texty.org.ua newsroom in Kyiv and conduct two interviews with its 

employees. 

  

Week 4 (February 6 – 10): 

•      Had two meetings with my team 

•      Updated slide design for the final presentation at the WiSTEM 1871 

•       Redesigned call recording screens 

Notes: 

This week I closely worked with our developer, John Gillis, trying to figure out 

which algorithm will be the most appropriate for recording phone calls. So far it was the 

most challenging user experience task for me. At first, I was not too familiar with the 

technical side of the process, and moreover, there were a few different scenarios for how 

this functionality might have been integrated. For instance, call recording can be done 

with the user calling Recordly first and then merging this initial call with a call to a 

particular person. Or, alternatively, the user can receive a call from another party and 

then call a person he/she wants to interview and merge the two calls. I’m thankful to my 

colleague, John, who helped me investigate all those options and figure out the most 

optimal solution for our potential users. After analyzing all available options on the 

market we decided to stick to the scenario in which the user receives the call from a third 

party app Plivo that will record the call and send us recording materials. After finalizing 

the technical approach, I appropriately redesigned the actual call recording wireframes. 

  

 

http://texty.org.ua/
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Week 5 (February 13 – 17):  

•      Had two meetings with my team 

•      Redesigned settings screens 

•      Prepared the navigation scheme 

•      Started preparing slides for the Matter pitch deck 

Notes: 

This week we wrapped up the revision of the phone app wireframes. I’ve polished 

settings screens and made some minor edits into the transcription screen. We also 

analyzed some competitive apps and their navigation workflow. After including some 

final edits into our annotated wireframes, I created a draft version of the general scheme 

of navigation and app interaction. Apple Watch screens were still missing, but when 

finished, this document will serve as a roadmap for the development team. Additionally, I 

started preparing the final pitch deck for the Matter application. This required reviewing 

all slides, updating information, and designing a set of extra illustrations.  

  

Week 6 (February 20 – 24): 

•      Had two meetings with my team 

•      Redesigned annotated Apple Watch wireframes 

•      Prepared application materials for the Matter accelerator 

Notes: 

During this week I extensively cooperated with my team members, 

Anna Maikova and Sintia Radu, to get our application ready for the Matter incubator. The 

http://matter.vc/
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latter is the leading media accelerator, which connects a broad network of mentors, 

investors, and organizational partners striving for media innovations and new 

technologies in the journalism industry. This program provides a unique mentorship and 

training curriculum as well as a substantial investing opportunity. The Matter program 

will be a perfect place for Recordly to polish our prototype and get it ready for the 

market. This application was extremely important for our team, that’s why each of us 

devoted a considerable amount of time to get it ready. On my side, I worked on the 

structure and design of our pitch deck, and I also updated our Proto.io prototype, which 

was a part of our team video and presentation. After cooperating with the Designation 

team, we decided to emphasize bookmarks, so I had to update our current prototype 

accordingly. I particularly enhanced the recording and transcription screens. I also made 

minor corrections to the user screen and added call recording as an additional option on 

the settings screen. Talking about the pitch deck, I had to update 15 slides and prepared 

some additional illustrations for them. 

I also worked on the Apple Watch prototype wireframes and designed them 

according to the suggestion made by the Designation team. During their user tests and 

interviews, they found the majority of interviewees consider two buttons a little bit 

confusing and inconvenient, since the chance of hitting the wrong button on such a tiny 

screen is much higher. That’s why they proposed to leave only one (“Start”) button, and 

the trigger pause function with press and hold gesture. Now, during recording the user 

can make bookmarks while just touching the screen of the watch. She or he doesn’t have 

to worry which button to hit, which makes using a smart watch remote control even more 

discrete and convenient. 
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Week 7 (February 27 – March 3) 

•      Had one meeting with my team 

•      Created a general scheme of the app navigation and functionality 

•      Conducted another interview with Anatolyi Bondarenko from Texty.org.ua. 

Notes: 

This week was really special for me. I had an amazing opportunity to visit the 

NICAR conference in Florida and meet with the most innovative cohort of journalists – 

data geeks. Among them, I also met Anatolyi Bondarenko, editor in chief of 

Texty.org.ua. It was a great chance to talk with Anatolyi in person and continue our 

conversation on innovations and automation in small newsrooms. Last time I met him 

was in Kyiv at the end of January, so we had already touched on these topics, but it was a 

great opportunity to follow up on my questions and learn about some new projects that 

his team had worked on since then. 

Even though the NICAR’s curriculum was extremely busy and exhaustive, I 

didn’t put aside my work on the Recordly app. This week I connected together all 

wireframes and created a general scheme of the app’s architecture. This will be an 

extremely useful piece of information for the engineering team, who will be developing 

this app in future. It will help them evaluate and estimate the workload and hopefully, it 

will make the recruitment process a little bit more transparent and easier on our side. 
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Week 8 (March 6 – 10): 

•      Had two meetings with my team 

•      Reviewed and finalized wireframes 

•      Created a stylebook and general style guides 

Notes: 

This week was extremely important, since we had to revise and finalize our 

wireframes before passing them to a range of developing companies. We had an 

extensive discussion, which resulted in an unusually long team meeting, but we managed 

to go over all the small details and agree on the final version of the 

wireframes. Eventually, we noticed that the search bar was missing on the recording list 

screen. We also agreed that the search bar on the transcription screen should have a 

navigation, like arrows, so the user can easily skip through the results of the search in the 

case when a particular word was used several times. After agreeing on these changes, I 

updated pages 13 and 18 accordingly, and we finally received the final version of our 

wireframes, which Anna and John now can show to engineering companies to estimate 

the complexity and costs of further development. I really enjoyed working on wireframes. 

It was a great design thinking practice for me. I had to think through all the potential user 

cases, and figure out what functionality and interaction is the most optimal for the 

seamless user experience, and most effective recording and reporting practice. I also 

enjoyed modeling user interaction, analyzing the user test results and interviews, and 

putting it all into one coherent product. 
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Since we are also cooperating with AdZou and serving as a training case for their 

students, we had to finalize our stylebook, so they can proceed with developing a 

marketing strategy and products for us. As a result, I came up with concise style guides, 

which included our corporate colors, fonts, color and black and white logo versions, 

business letter and business card templates. The latter will be broadly used not only by 

AdZou and other designers, but also by our regular team members. 

  

Week 9 (March 13 – 17): 

•      Had two meetings with my team 

•      Designed UI elements for the onboarding screens 

•      Designed UI elements for the sign-in/sign-up screens 

Notes: 

Finally, I started working on the app design that the actual user will see. I decided 

to start my user interface journey with onboarding screens. Even though it’s just a tiny 

detail, which is by any means not connected to the core functionality of the app, its nice 

and straightforward design is substantially important. This is the first screen a new user 

will encounter after launching the app. The cohesiveness and visual appeal of those few 

slides will create the first impression, which could resonate though the whole interaction 

and experience. That’s why I approached this task very seriously. I had already designed 

the onboarding screens. They had a visually appealing design and my team really liked 

them, but now that the concept has changed, we added call recording and made 

timestamps the major functionality of the app. I had to provide appropriate illustrations 

https://adzou.com/
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and guides. All in all, I prepared/updated four onboarding screens: 1) general welcome, 

2) timestamps functionality, 3) call recording functionality, and 4) editing and sharing. 

Secondly, I’ve worked on sigh in/sign up forms. This part of our app changed 

dramatically, and I had to design it from scratch. Now, according to our previously 

developed wireframes, sign in and sign up interfaces were presented together on one 

screen and could be activated with the toggle button. We also included the option of 

logging in with Facebook, which resulted in one extra button on the last onboarding 

screen and a separate screen for actual sign up. 

In a nutshell, this week I designed UI elements for the first three pages of our 

wireframes document.   

  

Week 10 (March 20 – 24): 

•      Had three meetings with my team 

•      Designed UI elements for the regular recording screens 

•      Designed UI elements for the call recording screens 

•      Designed UI elements for the transcription preview and transcription purchase screens 

•      Started working on the semi-final presentation for Matter accelerator 

Notes: 

This week I continued to work on the user interface elements. After finishing 

onboarding and logging forms I started working on the recording screens. There are 

actually a few of them. The first one is just the starting screen where a user can name 

her/his future recording, add tags to it and hit a “Start” button. Interestingly enough, there 
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is also a bottom navigation panel, which has a bunch of buttons, including 

call recoding mode, library, and settings. We didn’t have this navigation bar before so I 

had to design appropriate icons. I also decided to replace the line-style “Start” button 

with a more flat-style equivalent. Later on, I polished the active recording screen, which, 

apart from more visual representation of the bookmarks, didn't changed a significantly. 

And finally, I also designed a screen with a prompt asking if the user wants to finish or 

resume the recording. 

Even though the call recording functionality was not present in our early 

prototypes, we managed to integrate it anyway, which doesn't require extensive UI work. 

The starting screen looks very much like a regular recording. We decided to have the 

same structure for functionally similar screens, so extra buttons or other elements won’t 

confuse users. Since actual call recording heavily relies on merging calls and calling 

different parties, the used UI elements are pretty standard and don’t need much 

customization. So all in all, this part of user interface was really easy to design. 

By the end of the week I switched to more complicated issues, such as the 

transcription preview screen. Despite the fact that this screen is inactive and potentially 

the only active button will be “Buy Transcript”, UI-wise it should already include all 

graphical elements present at the actual transcription screen. That means that I had to 

design a few missing icons and finalize the fonts used for time annotations and tags.  

Last but not least, we received exciting news from Matter! We made it into the semi-final 

round, and were about to pitch to their investing team in two weeks. We immediately 

started working on this. I was engaged in editing and the decision-making process, but 

most of all, of course, into designing the slides. This pitch was very important for us and 
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we spent a lot of time enhancing it and consulting on which part to include or remove 

from it. At the end of the week during our meetings we had a completely new 

presentation of Recordly, which I had to design predominantly from scratch, including 

new illustrations, stylized portraits of the early users etc. 

  

Week 11 (March 27 – 31): 

•      Had four meetings with my team 

•      Designed slides for Matter Pitch 

•      Presented Recordly to Matter 

•      Designed UI elements for the library screens 

Notes: 

Notwithstanding that it was spring break, this week was enormously busy for our 

team. Our Matter presentation was scheduled for March 30th and we had just a few days 

to polish the pitch. It was supposed to be an online presentation, so for the sake of a 

smoother narrative we decided that only two people will deliver it and the rest will be 

available for Q&A. This released me from the burden of rehearsals, but I still had to 

design 14 slides and each of them demanded some extra design work or new illustrations. 

After making sure that we put our best foot forward on Thursday, I even managed to get 

back to my user interface tasks. Frankly, I touched only a tiny part of it, which was a list 

of recording and other library related screens. They were present in the previous 

prototype and demanded only some minor updates. The most important of them was an 
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integration of the search bar. However, it still didn’t change the structure of the page 

drastically. 

  

Week 12 (April 3 – 7): 

•      Had two meetings with my team 

•      Edited settings wireframes 

•      Designed UI elements for setting screens 

•      Designed UI elements transcription editing screens 

Notes: 

Now that we are finally done with the Matter pitch, I can again focus on the user 

interface. I started my week with transcription editing screens, which will reflect how the 

user can interact with both recording and transcript once they are ready. The latter 

included screens for editing text and timestamps, deleting and adding new timestamps, as 

well as highlighting the most important parts of the interview. 

Later on, I switched to the settings screens. Interestingly enough, I suddenly 

realized we actually missed a few extremely important screens when revising the 

wireframes proposed by the Designation team. The problem was that they sent us only 

the settings menu screen with general icons/buttons to the particular sections such as 

‘general settings’, ‘user’s profile’, ‘payment information’, ‘tutorial’, ‘refer a friend’ and 

‘support’. But, they didn’t provide any references on what these sections should look like 

and what options and content they contain. Therefore, I had to come back and revise our 
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wireframes, extend the settings part with at least few additional screens, and then design 

appropriate UI elements. 

  

Week 13 (April 10 – 14) 

•      Had one meeting with my team 

•      Designed UI elements for the Apple Watch app 

•      Created interactive prototype with Proto.io 

Notes: 

I’m almost done! The iPhone app high-fidelity screens are finished and I finally 

started designing actual UI for the Apple Watch app. Since we considerably 

simplified Recordly’s functionality for wearables, this task didn’t take me too long. 

Moreover, my productivity has substantially increased since I started using Sketch 

software ,which provides plenty of standard UI elements ready to use. 

On Wednesday I reached my last task – an interactive prototype. Since we are just 

starting working with the outsource developing companies and the process of the 

development may take an extra few months, for the purpose of demonstration and as a 

guideline for our future partners, I decided to create a more interactive prototype that will 

show the whole workflow of the app with particular use cases and tasks. I decided to use 

the Proto.io platform designed to create interactive high-fidelity prototypes that look and 

work exactly as they would once developed. Of course, this prototype won’t record or 

transcribe, but it still will demonstrate the exact flow and interaction the user will 

experience.  We have been using Proto.io previously, but since last time I developed 

more than twenty new screens and had to animate them appropriately.  

https://proto.io/
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Week 14 (April 17 – 21) 

As I’ve expected, I spent this week polishing my project and editing it. Some of 

my corrections were really minor like better wording for call-to-action buttons, but some 

of them demanded more attention and architecture revision. For instance, at some point, I 

realized that our prototype lacks some visual feedback on how the transcription is going 

on and when it will be finished. In fact, transcription might take some extra time even 

with the most advanced and elaborated API. Moreover, it’s also heavily dependent on the 

Internet connection. In order to prevent our users from staring at the empty screen, I 

added few intermediate steps. The first screen will provide an approximate estimation of 

time needed for the transcription and will give a hint that user can leave the app and 

check the transcript once it’s ready. The second illustrates the pop-up notification that 

will appear on a home screen when the transcribing process is over.  

We also received the answer from Matter. Unfortunately, we didn’t make it into 

this round. Even though the range of reasons behind such decision might be quite wide 

aka early stage of development, team issues etc., but by all means for our team, it’s not 

the end of our entrepreneur path, but rather an incentive for further growth and 

improvements.   
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Chapter III: Self-Evaluation 
 
 
 

My work in Recordly was both a tremendous design-thinking challenge and a 

fantastic training opportunity for me. I could never have imagined that a student project 

could evolve into a promising startup capable of engaging investments and potential 

customers even at the very early stage of its development. Once the competition was over 

it became clear that this idea deserves attention and further improvement. Our early 

prototype was good enough to serve as a proof of concept, but the actual app demanded 

much better architecture and design. There were multiple tasks still to be done, starting 

with a unified corporate style and finishing with polished wireframes, straightforward 

workflow, and finalized high-fidelity user interface elements. My actual engagement with 

Recordly development was just about to start.  

 As a young startup, Recordly demanded a great deal of design work. 

Experimental wireframes, user tests, interviews, constant revisions and improvements, 

graphic design for presentations and investor pitches; all theses tasks were a part of my 

everyday work for our team. Such an extensive workload contributed highly to my design 

skillset on all levels. I significantly improved my graphic design skills and gained 

experience in completely new areas. I was mentored and consulted by amazing 

professionals from Mizzou and collaborated on best possible solutions with designers 

from the Designation team. To enrich my knowledge and understanding of the user 

interface and user experience design, I even took additional online courses in usability 

and mobile app design. I’ve polished my previous skills in Abode Illustrator and 

Photoshop and also mastered Sketch, – a completely new tool for me. Of course, I’ve just 
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scratched the surface of what can be learned in this area, but intensive work on Recordly 

inspired me for further learning and training. Needless to say that all these design 

principles are highly applicable to my data visualization projects where the key to success 

lies in straightforward information presentation and coherent structure. Indeed, a 

profound understanding of user experience principles will considerably contribute to my 

future data journalism and storytelling projects. The ability to present data and 

successfully communicate the message is crucial for this field. Without intelligible and 

understandable design, even the most revealing investigation and the most sophisticated 

analysis might end up unnoticed by the broad audience. 

 My professional analysis provided me with a great possibility to better understand 

how automated techniques are currently being used in media, the main challenges and 

opportunities in their deployment, and how they might reshape contemporary journalism 

tomorrow. Most importantly, it gave me a perspective on the cutting-edge technologies, 

which still need more improvement. This cluster of the experimental techniques creates a 

whole new playground for innovations in journalism. They have tremendous potential to 

empower journalists with smarter and more efficient tools, as well as completely advance 

old routines of news production. One way or the other, I hope this melting pot of media 

innovations and smart algorithms will be a part of my job in the future.  
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Chapter IV: Physical Evidence 
 
 
 

1. High-fidelity design 
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2. Workflow 
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3. Wireframes 
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4. Style Book 
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Chapter V: Professional Analysis 
 
 
 

Throughout the history of media, abrupt changes – from radio’s “hypodermic 

needle” effect in the early 1930s to today’s social media revolution – have had one thing 

in common – new technologies. Indeed, the development of new information 

technologies goes side by side with their experimental implementation in the journalism 

industry. No matter if we are talking about innovations in data analysis, communication 

technologies, or even something as distant from shoe-leather journalism as satellite 

imagery, a broad scope of new information-related techniques eventually ends up being 

integrated into the journalist’s toolkit, to some extent. With the emerging innovations in 

the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and new approaches in data analysis and 

collection, the implementation of these techniques looks extremely promising. As 

highlighted in this year’s AP special report on augmented journalism “… it promises to 

reap many big rewards for journalism in the years to come. Greater speed, accuracy, scale 

and diversity of coverage are just some of the results media organizations are already 

seeing” (Marconi & Siegman, 2017). The leading role of algorithms in reshaping 

newsroom routines and work strategies was also recognized in the recent Tow Center 

report on automated journalism. As noted by the author, they “can create content on a 

large scale, personalizing it to the needs of an individual reader, quicker, cheaper, and 

potentially with fewer errors than any human journalist” (Graefe, 2016). 

One of the most fascinating aspects of this phenomenon is how wide the spectrum 

of potential use is for these technologies. Being one of the first pioneers of automation in 

the early 1980s, Zuboff shaped the main directions of algorithmic applications for the 
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decades to come:  “… information technology is characterized by a fundamental duality 

that has not been fully appreciated. First, the technology can be applied to automate 

operations… Secondly, technology can be used to create information.” (Zuboff, 1985, 

p.371). Dexterous programs designed to recognize emotions on video or wildfires from 

satellite imagery, smart bots to post the most notorious results of state procurements, 

sophisticated scripts to extract topics and bullet points from public speeches or 

complicated algorithms to spot propaganda and fake news; all these possibilities are on 

the cutting edge of what can be done by newsrooms once they master how to use 

automated techniques to their advantage. Moreover, automation of the most routine and 

repetitive work also means more time for in-depth analysis and investigations. In the era 

of post-truth and alternative facts, the resources of regular journalists are particularly 

scarce. Sound, reliable reporting demands exhaustive preparation and fact checking, —

 intrinsically cognitive tasks, which are still better performed by humans than machines. 

With this in mind, it’s fair to say that automated techniques are a key not only for work 

optimization and higher productivity, but also for better and more accurate reporting. As 

Lynn and Hermida summarized in their study on computational journalism, 

“…journalists framed the robo-posts as a tool to facilitate systematic coverage and freed 

journalists to add more depth, context, and the human touch, as well as possibly decrease 

costs” (Lynn & Hermida, 2014, p. 392). 

Another particularly promising aspect of the AI technologies and other automated 

techniques is their accessibility. Even though they demand highly qualified specialists 

and extensive training, their successful usage doesn’t depend on the newsroom’s size or 

budget. The availability of open source solutions and algorithms makes it possible to 
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deploy such techniques even in small newsrooms with just a few skillful data journalists 

or programmers on board. These factors create a broad field of potential implementations 

in media of any scale, starting from the giant media corporations and finishing with 

small, niche teams of reporters. Empowering journalists with better and faster data 

gathering, analysis or even content generation, automation technologies and artificial 

intelligence provide a unique opportunity for more in-depth reporting, more precise 

investigations and much faster media coverage. 

This paper will investigate how small newsrooms can take advantage of 

automated technologies to help generate content and conduct more thorough journalistic 

investigations and increase the overall productivity of the newsroom. To encapsulate the 

full potential of the emerging automated techniques, I took a rather broad approach by 

framing them as technologies “reducing human effort and squeezing time out of the many 

chores journalists must undertake to get the story and get the news out to the public” 

(Marconi & Siegman, 2017). For the purpose of this paper I conducted a case study 

scrutinizing projects and routines of the small, data-oriented Ukrainian 

newsroom Texty.org.ua. My approach includes structured interviews with Texty’s leading 

reporters and programmers, analysis of their latest projects, along with my own 

observations acquired while being engaged with some of these projects myself. 

Texty.org.ua, more commonly known as Texty, is an award winning Kyiv-based 

team of data journalists. They specialize in big data analysis and visualizations. In 

2012, Texty won a silver prize at the Data Journalism Awards for their online database of 

state procurements. In 2016, their project about declarations of Ukrainian state officials 

was shortlisted for the 2016 Data Journalism Awards as a best data app of the year (small 
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newsroom category). Texty enjoys tackling ambitious projects and right now is the 

leading data-oriented media outlet in Ukraine. Nevertheless, they are a tiny team with 

only seven people being employed on the newsroom side. However, it doesn’t stop them 

from creating large-scale data projects. Their secret is simple: they are automating the 

lion’s share of tasks, using open source algorithms and creating their own for the 

purposes of each particular project. Tedious data collection or cleaning, which can hardly 

be done by a team of ten people, is easily achieved with just a few scripts. Geocoding 

thousands of addressees, which would previously take a few weeks, is done in a couple of 

minutes with an in-house tool. Detection of the propagandistic trolls on Facebook, which 

would take months of qualitative human-made research, is now done overnight with a 

sophisticated algorithm. 

To get more insightful information about Texty’s experience in automating its 

daily tasks and using algorithms to conduct advanced data journalism investigations, I’ve 

interviewed three main developers and analysts from their team: Anatolii Bondarenko, 

the head of the data team, Vlad Gerasymenko, leading web developer and Andrii Gazin, 

leading specialist in data analysis.  Gazin recently left the team but was highly involved 

in Texty’s investigations and is still engaged with a few projects as a consultant. The wide 

range of questions I’ve asked can be easily divided into two distinctive categories. The 

first category is connected to automation techniques they have used or learned recently 

and the results of the implementation of these technologies. The other group of questions 

focuses on currently missing tools and opportunities, unsuccessful or unfinished projects, 

and potential tasks that can be automated. Beyond interviews, I also analyzed the tools 

used in Texty’s recent projects. More precisely, I scrutinized 18 data projects published 
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since January 1, 2016. I paid special attention to the particular technologies that helped to 

create these journalistic pieces and empowered a small team of reporters for such massive 

investigations. Last but not least, I also incorporate my own observations and 

experiences, since I have been engaged with some of these projects as a consultant or 

part-time designer and developer in the past. This mixed case study approach gives me 

the ability to examine algorithm usage in full depth and get a comprehensive picture of 

automated technology implementation in a small newsroom. 

Existing technologies and current practices 

            Texty’s reporters agreed that automation techniques, to some extent or another, 

are being used in almost all their large-scale investigative projects. “Reproducibility is 

essential for us. Data may change, variables may change, but we should be able to 

replicate the same analysis to expand results or double check them and automation is a 

key to that,” Gazin says. In fact, 14 out 18 recent projects by Texty used algorithms, 

either for data collection, data mining, modeling, or prediction. 

As Bondarenko noticed, sometimes the application of such technologies is not 

only an attempt for faster reporting, but also a core part of the investigation. For instance, 

Texty’s declaration project about the discrepancies between declared assets and official 

income of Ukrainian politicians would not be possible if Bondarenko would not have 

created the model to determine car prices. The initial dataset included the declared 

salaries, cars, real estate, and money on bank accounts that belonged to officials and their 

family members. Even though this seems like a pretty rich dataset, in fact, the real value 

of the possessions of the government officials was missing. For example, how expensive 

is the MP’s BMW from 2009 or his wife’s Lexus from 2015, and how do those assets 
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correspond to his $500 per month income and the housewife status of his spouse? To get 

this data and answer these questions he created a model trained on huge datasets 

downloaded from numerous classified advertisement websites. Separate models were 

created for each car model and brand to determine its current price based on such factors 

as year of issue, manufacture country, brand, liter capacity and mileage. As Bondarenko 

noted, after checking for multiple variables he surprisingly found out that the most 

influential variable was car age, which explained up to 70% of the variance. As a result, 

Bondarenko’s model helped to estimate prices of more than thousands of cars declared by 

Ukrainian politicians and state officers. The final app based on the results of this 

modeling helped to compare car prices with the official salaries of government officials, 

and helped to assess the potential scale of corruption or at least present some vivid 

evidence for further investigations. 

The same was true for a deforestation project, which I created for Texty in June 

2016. The problem of illegal cuts in the Carpathians was becoming more and more 

apparent. Photos of treeless hills and mountains overwhelmed social media newsfeeds in 

Ukraine. These events raised the question of how to prove this deforestation was actually 

occurring. Even the biggest media organizations can hardly afford a huge expedition to 

check the whole mountain range acre by acre. So we decided to use satellite imagery and 

train a supervised learning model, which would determine whether a particular area is 

bare soil or wood. Later I compared land cover classification results for different years 

and determined the scale of fresh cuts. This project was a classic example of how 

algorithms can generate data, which later results in further investigation and an 

independent journalistic piece. 
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Another great example of algorithm usage in Ukrainian media was Texty’s Trolls 

project. The initial idea was to detect propagandistic trolls, who were spreading calls for 

riots and protests across the Ukrainian segment of Facebook. The trolls in question may 

have a lot in common, but it would normally be difficult to track and identify them. To 

accomplish such an ambitious goal, Texty developed a set of criteria, which then served 

as a basis for a troll detection algorithm. Their method started with manually creating the 

ultimate list of Facebook groups highly saturated with bots and propagandistic content, 

and which were connected to popular DNR separatist Stepan Mazura. Then, Texty 

scraped members of these groups and networks of their friends and so on. If a particular 

user from this giant network would meet the trolls’ previously determined criteria, he or 

she will eventually end up in the so-called Trolls Network. As a result, journalists 

discovered almost 2,000 Facebook users involved in the propaganda machine. 

Approximately 80% of them were bots, the rest were real people who moderated the bot-

saturated Facebook groups or just had a lot of trolls in their friend lists and actively 

reposted their content. Texty also created a separate network of troll-based Facebook 

groups’ moderators and managed to trace which media resources these groups shared the 

most. 

Nevertheless, in the majority of the cases automation was still connected with 

work optimization and faster data collection. “The idea of our investigation about 

reporters being paid to promote politicians by writing about them, originally came from a 

reporter who reached out to us because he didn’t have time to collect all of the headlines 

by hand. After hearing this, I wrote a script capable of collecting news headlines 

automatically, and at a later stage of the project I developed several scripts capable of 
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tracking mentions of different politicians across different media websites,” Gazin says. 

He also noted that when a particular problem is seen as repeating throughout many 

projects, Texty prefers to develop in-house solutions to obtain the best and most correct 

results as fast as possible. This was the case with geocoding Ukrainian addresses, which 

are usually in Cyrillic and are poorly recognized by the majority of the available open 

source solutions. Since this was a common problem for several projects, Texty created 

their own tool based on the Yandex API, that can geocode up 25,000 addresses per day 

with more precision than similar Google Maps or OpenStreetMap based equivalents. 

Data cleaning is another major application for automated techniques. Often, 

available data is inconsistent or flooded with irrelevant pieces. As Gerasymenko told me, 

his project on state procurement would never have happened if not for the R scripts he 

wrote to clean records. The original dataset predominantly consisted of Office Word files, 

which, in turn, had tables with data inside. Manually extracting data from hundreds of 

such files is inconceivable, so he used the available automated techniques to extract 

tables from Word files and parse them into data frames suitable for further analysis.  

  Experimental projects and room for growth 

But what about more advanced machine learning and artificial intelligence? 

During the interviews I’ve learned that, in fact, many such attempts are still being 

developed or have been suspended because of weak performance or unsatisfactory 

results. 

For instance, one such endeavor was an attempt to process and cluster Twitter 

anti-Ukrainian bots’ posts, detect their main topics, and create a separate Twitter bot that 

will post messages summarizing themes or the news that these propagandistic bots are 
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pushing on a particular day. Even though the topic modeling part of this project was 

rather successful, the results were still very messy. As Gazin noted “These bots are trying 

to pretend they are not bots, so they are diluting the flow of striking propaganda with 

some random irrelevant messages. The latter usually make no sense, which made our 

results rather blurry”. Notwithstanding this previous failure, Texty is still developing this 

project. The topic of Russian propaganda is extremely important for Ukrainian readers 

and Bondarenko believes this deserves a second try. That’s why right now they have a 

separate team exclusively focused on this issue.   

There was also an idea to build a Twitter bot that would automatically tweet the 

most notorious declaration results, but it was suspended because of a declaration API 

malfunction. Finally, the third content generating project was aimed to create a Twitter 

bot that would post alerts about press conferences in which paid sociologists spread false 

surveys. The list of these pseudo-sociologists resulted from Texty’s previous project when 

they analyzed the large amount of suspicious agencies that would publish survey results 

before elections, and would then vanish the next day after these elections are over. 

Eventually, this project was postponed, but might be revisited in the future.   

However, it was not always poor data that made a particular project hard to 

accomplish. Sometimes it was just an absence of particular technologies.  Bondarenko 

confessed that over the last few years he often noticed that he was repeating the same 

work in different projects, and every time it was similarly tedious and exhausting. This 

repetition was record linkage, a particular problem in text analysis when you have 

multiple names of the same object but they are written slightly differently each time. 

Bondarenko had to tackle this problem for his project on school education in Ukraine. 
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The existing database included thousands of state schools across Ukraine and 

standardized test results of its students for many years. But each year the name of many 

of these schools was recorded differently. It could get as diverse as “School #67”, 

“General School #67”, “Stus General School”, “Stus School #67” etc. For this particular 

project he solved this problem, but usually results are far from being satisfactory. All my 

interviewees complained that the whole cluster of the natural language processing 

problems is poorly developed for Slavic languages, including Ukrainian. Techniques of 

text and language processing are still at the early stages of their development for these 

languages. There is no comprehensive method for tagging parts of the Ukrainian 

language, neither are there reliable algorithms for detecting main themes. “But we do 

recognize the power and opportunity of implementing AI and machine learning. Some of 

those projects are still experimental for us, but I hope in the near future they will yield the 

first successful results,” Bondarenko concluded. 

Texty’s experience signifies how substantially the newsroom’s workflow can 

change once they master the use of algorithms and automated technologies. Moreover, 

implementation of such techniques is directly connected to the scope of topics journalists 

can cover and depth of analysis they can conduct. Not only can automated techniques 

considerably boost the productivity, they can also generate data and content, which then 

will serve as a basis for future journalistic investigations. However, these technologies 

also have their limitations and drawbacks. As my colleagues noticed, language-

processing algorithms are still pretty weak, especially for Slavic languages. On one hand 

these week algorithms deprive journalists and analysts from a wide range of topics they 
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can investigate, but on the other hand they create unique opportunities for further growth 

and innovations.  

 Opportunities for Future Research 

            New automation and machine learning technologies are gradually becoming a part 

of the newsroom arsenal. They provide a unique possibility for deeper data analysis, 

better productivity, and more accurate reporting. As Larry Fenn accurately summarized 

it, “It’s important to bring science into newsrooms because the standards of good science 

— transparency and reproducibility — fit right at home in journalism” (Marconi & 

Siegman, 2017). More importantly, these techniques can be used for a wide variety of 

tasks on different stages of news production in newsrooms of almost any scale. Their 

implementation in small newsrooms is particularly interesting, since it can naturally solve 

the eternal problem of small teams and limited resources working on big projects. 

            Further research on the results of automation practices will pave the way for 

better understanding of how journalists can use these technologies to their advantage, and 

which tools and algorithms are particularly promising and should receive more attention 

from media managers, developers, scientists and the broader startup community. 
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How do small newsrooms use algorithms 

and automated techniques for content generation? 

  

  

Introduction 

Since my primary specialization is data journalism, I was always excited about 

the way new technologies are shaping media world and journalistic practices. I’m an 

enthusiastic fan of computational journalism. Having understood the broad scope of 

possibilities that new technologies provide to conventional reporters, two years ago I 

decided to enhance my reporting toolbox with programming languages, mapping and 

design skills. I took programming and design courses within the Journalism department 

as well as departments of Computer Engineering and Geography. I spent this summer 
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working for the New York Times graphic desk both designing static infographics and 

developing interactive visualizations.  

Besides that, in my first year of the master’s studies, I became a member of the 

Recordly team which participated in the RJI Tech Competition dedicated to Apple Watch 

applications and their potential use in the media. This competition encouraged journalism 

students together with their fellows from the Engineering department to develop an Apple 

Watch app, which will enhance journalism and will be applicable to the majority of 

journalists task along with being integrated into the wider Apple ecosystem. Our team 

came up with the idea to create a reporting tool for journalists that will enable them to 

transcribe their interviews automatically and highlight the most important moments on a 

fly. For this purpose we decided to use Watson IBM API for the automatic transcription 

and Apple Watch as a control remote for the IPhone. 

Our product greatly exceeded the expectations of a student project, and we won 

the RJI Tech competition. Later on we presented our product at the Apple HQ and Matter 

media incubator in San Francisco. We were also lucky to get selected into one of the 

biggest tech incubators in the USA and become a part of the Wistem Program, which 

supports and encourages tech entrepreneurship among women. Finally we also got 

investments from the Columbia-based Mid-MO Tech Accelerator as well as access to the 

incubator program and mentorship. Last but not the least we also established a strong 

partnership with the RJI and Adzou marketing program. 

Throughout the whole year I was heavily engaged in UI and UX design 

development, working on the first prototypes and testing the main functionality for our 

future application. Of course, my previous experience with graphic design helped me 
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enormously, but I also learned a lot thanks to our weekly meetings with mentors and 

some design courses I took independently and within my study program. 

My future plan for the next couple of years is to enhance my skills in 

computational journalism and data visualization design as well as establish Recordly as a 

sound business and a great reporting tool empowering thousands of journalist for better, 

more efficient and precise reporting. 

  

  

 
The professional skills component 

  
Since our university project turned out to be a growing startup that got substantial 

support from the entrepreneurial community as well as media colleagues, the Recordly 

team is working hard on releasing the first version of the app on the Apple store. 

Currently we expect it to happen in Q2 2017, but this will include only the mobile 

application. As a second phase of our roadmap, we plan to release our desktop 

application and add more customizable features, which will tailor Recordly according to 

the particular needs of a certain newsroom. 

I will be working for Recordly starting January 9 through April 13. My working 

week will consist of 32 hours per week from Monday to Thursday and Friday as free day 

which I will dedicate to my research component. Since I’m a head of our design track, I 

will focus on developing and testing desktop functionality while also polishing current 

design for the mobile and watch prototypes. Additionally I will be engaged in the 

development of the marketing strategy, helping our communication team with marketing 

and promotional materials. My final project will include all prototypes, wireframes, and 
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other graphical materials designed for the Apple Watch, mobile and desktop applications. 

It will also include printed copies of promo materials and other design products which 

will be developed during this time. My work will be supervised by Recordly’s board and 

our mentors from Mid-Mo  

Tech Accelerator, more precisely by CEO Bill Turpin.   

  

  

  

Professional Analysis 

The exponential growth of information technologies during the past few decades 

resulted in a vast application of artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques in 

the media industry.  Computer generated content and robotic reporting are now used on a 

wide scale by the biggest media corporations in the US, as well as in the European 

countries (Carlson, 2015). The newsroom of tomorrow will be an efficient and fast-

moving cooperation between machines analyzing data and taking care of mundane, 

repetitive work and journalists fact-checking data and working on analytical and 

investigative content. Creative reporters and investigators will have more time to do what 

they are best at which is finding compelling stories and telling them in the most 

informative and captivating way. 

However, building sophisticated algorithms in-house or purchasing expensive 

software might be a complicated issue for smaller newsrooms, whose financial and 

human resources are quite limited. Developing one’s own robotic infrastructure might 

sound problematic, but access to an open source tool or machine learning API for a 
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reasonable price can make a difference.  Applying automated technologies is not solely a 

luxury of big corporations anymore. It’s becoming an essential condition for a sound and 

solid financial model across the industry. Extreme competitiveness and the ongoing battle 

for the audience’s attention are forcing media to find new approaches for even faster and 

more efficient reporting. But, in fact, efficiency is not the only argument in favor of 

automated technologies. Graefe summarized the value of algorithms, which, he said,  

“can create content on a large scale, personalizing it to the needs of an individual reader, 

quicker, cheaper, and potentially with fewer errors than any human journalist” (Graefe, 

2016). 

It is also worth mentioning, that application of automation techniques among 

small newsrooms is also scarcely represented in the academic literature. Almost all 

studies reviewed in this paper scrutinized examples of automated reporting done by either 

big media corporations with extensive resources or developed by highly-specialized 

computer engineering companies. But the use of such technologies among small 

newsrooms still needs more in-depth research and analysis. In turn, I would like to 

examine what kind of technologies can be implemented by media with limited resources, 

or if they can be developed in-house with modest human resources demands, what skills 

still should be present on a particular team to be able to use these technologies and how 

to customize those technologies according to the newsroom’s particular needs. 

It also worth mentioning that the majority of previous research predominantly 

examines already existing solutions while giving little or no attention to implications 

those techniques have on journalism efficiency. Linden, Lynn and Hermida conducted 

numerous interviews with journalists, media executives and experts trying to found out 
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how journalists perceive integration of new technologies and automation of their work 

(Linden, 2016; Lynn and Hermida, 2104). But they didn’t question how these 

technologies in fact changed the productivity and how much time they saved in 

comparison with time spent on their development. That’s why I will integrate all these 

questions in my research. It’s essential not only to acknowledge existing solutions, but 

also evaluate their implementations. 

         In this research I will try to scrutinize the current practices of automated 

journalism in small newsrooms and try to determine how in fact they impact journalism 

routines. To do so I will try to answer the following questions: 

RQ1: What are the modern practices of automated content generation that small 

newsrooms can use based on the experience of Texty.org.ua?  

RQ2: How do those technologies affect journalists’ productivity? 

My approach focuses on the existing automated solutions, which are already used 

by small newsrooms such as Texty.org.ua. Despite of its small size (5 reporters and 3 

editors) Texty.org.ua specializes on data journalism and in-depth computer-assisted 

reporting which usually require advanced statistical techniques together with cutting-edge 

web technologies. Moreover, I will also try to find out how implementation of the 

automation techniques helps journalist do their jobs and how it influences their efficiency 

and productivity. Our primary focus will be on open source and low cost solutions, which 

might be integrated without substantial expenses and significant human resources. I want 

to cover a niche of small newsrooms and their strategies of increasing efficiency and 

boosting performance. 
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Theoretical framework 

         The theoretical framework of this paper will be based on two information 

technology laws proposed by a pioneer of work automation and computerization, 

Shoshana Zuboff. Being inspired by the growing technological pace of the early 1980s, 

Zuboff  formed her classical laws of information technology (Zuboff, 1988): 

1.    Everything that can be automated will be automated. 

2.    Everything that can be informated will be informated. 

         Original work also includes the third law: “Every digital application that can be 

used for surveillance and control will be used for surveillance and control”. But for the 

purpose of this study I will focus our attention only on automation processes and 

generation of the additional information, which might occasionally occur with it, or as 

Zuboff put it “… information technology is characterized by a fundamental duality that 

has not been fully appreciated. First, the technology can be applied to automate 

operations… Secondly, technology can be used to create information. Even when a given 

application is designed to automate, it simultaneously generates information about the 

underlying process through which an organization accomplishes its works.” (Zuboff, 

1985, p.371). 

         This theoretical framework was used by a wide range of successive researchers 

scrutinizing the interplay between technology and enterprises, automation of work and 

emerging practices in particular professions (Kanungo, 1998; Chapman & Kihn, 2008). It 

was also used by Linden in his broad overview of automation practices in modern 
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newsrooms He, however, acknowledged that journalists are still the primary source of 

news and creative engines behind the production of media products (Linden, 2016). 

The first Zuboff’s law lies in the very center of our analysis. It implies that all 

repetitive tasks, which don’t demand creativity and abstract thinking, can be delegated to 

machines, which will not only accomplish the tasks faster, but more likely will do it with 

more accuracy and precision. It anticipates the automation of working routines as the 

technology grows, meaning even if something doesn’t look like an opportunity for 

automation today, it might be fully done by algorithms tomorrow. The vivid example is 

the history of text-to-speech recognition algorithms. While the majority of experts were 

rather skeptical about the development of accurate technologies for speech recognition in 

the 1980s and early 1990s, in recent years this technology has become an undoubted 

reality (Carlson, 2016). 

The second Zuboff’s law emphasizes the multi-functional nature of computation 

technologies. Not only can we train an algorithm to perform a certain task, we can also 

program it to gather statistics and other relevant data while performing it, or we can 

program it to build more complicated data structures and databases on the basis of the 

initial data it collected.  This is precisely the case when we are talking about algorithms 

that structure or summarize downloaded information. 

It also important to emphasize that this framework doesn’t expect journalists to be 

replaced with machines. We are talking only about optimization of redundant work, tasks 

that don’t demand cognitive perception and analysis or as Bowen stated it more than 50 

year ago “The basic fact is that technology eliminates jobs, not work” (Bowen, 1966). 

Indeed, the work is still there: there is a extremely high demand for professional 
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investigations, for fact-checking, for policy analysis and dozens of other cognitive tasks 

that computers can’t be programmed to perform, at least in upcoming decades. The 

ultimate goal of journalism algorithms is not to replace reporters, but to free them from 

the burden of repetitive tasks and give them more possibilities for creative and 

intellectual work. 

  

  

Literature Review 

As we see, even though automation in journalism is a relatively recent 

phenomenon, it has already been scrutinized in a wide range of media research. The 

mechanisms of automating reporters’ routines were thoroughly covered by Napoli, 

Carlson and Linden (Napoli, 2014; Carlson, 2015; Linden, 2016). The application of big 

data in journalism, as well as challenges and opportunities created with the current 

abundance of analytical techniques ,were examined by Lewin and Westlund (Lewin & 

Westlund, 2014). One of the most updated reports on the current state of affairs in the 

area of automated journalism was just published by the Tow Center for Digital 

Journalism (Graefe, 2016). 

The latter provides a broad examination of the current practices and technologies, 

and summarizes main potentials and limitations of automated journalism. The ability to 

produce more content at a higher pace with fewer mistakes is considered to be the most 

crucial one; however, the authors of this research also emphasize that algorithms can 

generate content in different languages and can customize it according to the reader’s 

preferences and questions. On the other hand, algorithms are deprived of critical thinking 
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and under some circumstances they can be biased and contain errors. They can’t 

synthesize data and explain phenomena and their causality. Finally their writing skills are 

still inferior to humans, but might be enhanced in the future (Graefe, 2016). 

 Carlson’s research is solely focused on the study of technologies created by the 

Narrative Science company, which contributed to automating writing of sport news and 

reports. The author is sure that “automated journalism’s implementation — whether 

realized or potential — impels impact constituencies to formulate competing definitions 

of core understandings of journalism” (Carlson, 2014, p.420). Carlson came to the 

conclusion that automated journalism will eventually augment and reshape the media 

field. It might cause some lay-offs and labor restructuration, but it will also create new 

jobs among journalists. Something in line with ‘meta-writer’ or ‘metajournalist’ might be 

of great use and need in order to polish and enhance machine-generated content (Carlson, 

2014). He also questions the quality of content produced by robots, since they can’t 

cognitively understand data the way a human being can. In the majority of research 

scrutinized in this paper, researchers just expect algorithms to help reporters with 

processing of well-structured and coherent information (Carlson, 2014; Graefe, 2016; 

Lynn & Hermida, 2014). Paraphrasing Carson, at the end of the day one can agree that 

stories generated by algorithms can lack the quality of the best writing, but they are still 

of great use for newsrooms (Carlson, 2014). 

Linden provides a detailed overview of how automated journalism might be 

implemented in the future and how it might change the media labor market. He targeted a 

core question: “What will be automated?”. But the answer is quite broad and inclusive: 

“whenever structured data are available, speed is essential, costs for automation 
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investment go down and the added value of the human touch in each particular piece of 

news is low, automation might take place” (Linden, 2016, p.9). In his conclusions Linden 

refers to Zuboff’s law of automation, while providing an overview of media fields where 

automation might be used in future. He established minimal requirements, but doesn’t 

specify which types of journalistic tasks should be targeted by students of media 

automation and developers of machine-learning algorithms. According to the interviews 

he conducted, Linden concluded that journalists aren’t afraid of machines taking over 

their jobs. News stories are still too complicated and lack straightforward structure for 

algorithms to be processed correctly and coherently. In his contemplations Linden agrees 

with Carlson, who says that automatic journalism has a great potential to free reporters 

from mundane and repetitive tasks, but it’s not able to completely substitute for human 

beings because of their cognition and abstract thinking (Linden, 2016). 

Lynn and Hermida tried to find out how the implementation of automatic crime 

reporting in the Los Angeles Times reshaped the approaches of the data team to their 

work and their goals. Like Carlson and Linden, they agreed that automated reporting was 

perceived as rather supplementary saying that “…journalists framed the robo-posts as a 

tool to facilitate systematic coverage and freeing journalists to add more depth, context, 

and the human touch, as well as possibly decrease costs” (Lynn & Hermida, 2014, p. 

392). They found that the successful case of the automated crime reporting trigged the 

L.A. Times data desk to rethink and reshape its strategies, hire more people with 

programming skills and inspired them to apply this approach to other topics and spheres, 

making automated content standard, rather than a unique case (Lynn & Hermida, 2014). 
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Previous studies in the domain of automated journalism provide us with a sound 

theoretical background giving us a possibility to build our definitions and concepts on top 

of already existing knowledge. Automated journalism has many definitions of different 

scope, with Carlson defining it as techniques to “convert data into narrative news texts 

with limited to no human intervention beyond the initial programming choice” (Carlson, 

2014, p.417). Hamilton and Turner see it as “the combination of algorithms, data, and 

knowledge from the social sciences to supplement the accountability function of 

journalism” (Hamilton & Turner, 2009, p.2).  But we will stick to more generic definition 

formed by Lynn and Hermida who believe that automated journalism can be described as 

“forms of algorithmic, social scientific and mathematical processes and systems for the 

production of news” (Lynn & Hermida, 2014, p. 381). 

Taking into account such a broad definition, in our future research I will target 

only those types of automation that helps to create or generate content. All of them might 

fall within a few different categories, which I would like to present as a classification 

backbone of those types of mechanisms and technologies I would like to reference in my 

research: 

-       Open-source algorithms for content generation 

-       Full-fledged tools and applications for content generation 

-       Combination of both 

These three types of automation in journalism will shape the way I analyze previous 

experiences and conduct interviews with media professionals. 
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Method 

For my research I will use a case study approach focusing on automated practices 

of the Ukrainian investigative newsroom Texty.org.ua. I will examine how the 

newsroom, which consists of fewer than ten people, managed to automate mundane and 

repetitive work and boost its efficiency to the level of huge national newspapers. I will 

also try to find out how the toolbox of solutions they are using influenced their 

productivity and efficiency, how they perceive these changes and how they would 

estimate their value. In order to fulfill this task, I will apply mixed methods conducting 

semi-structured interviews with the reporters and editors of Texty.org.ua along with 

analyzing some of their projects case by case.  

Case study design was selected as the most appropriate to address my research 

questions and cover the whole complexity of the researched phenomenon. As Mayer 

noted, a case study “consists of detailed investigation of one or more organizations, or 

groups within organizations, with a view to providing an analysis of the context and 

processes involved in the phenomenon under study” (Mayer, 2001, p. 329). In her 

overview of case study applications and approaches Mayer emphasizes “the contextual 

nature of the case study and its strength in addressing contemporary phenomena in real-

life contexts” (Mayer, 2001, p.329), which perfectly reflects the purpose of my research 

and expectations of its outcomes.  The biggest strength of case study within the frame of 

this research is its flexibility and possibility to get insights from different angles of the 

problem or as Baxter and Jack put it, a “case study is an approach to research that 

facilitates exploration of a phenomenon within its context using a variety of data sources” 

(Baxter & Jack, 2008, p.544).  
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         Many methodology researchers agree that case study is intrinsically diverse and 

anticipates the implementation of various approaches which make the best fit for the 

particular aspects of the study object (Tellis, 1997; Mayer, 2001; Gibber,  Ruigock & 

Wicki, 2005). Consequently, in this case the main method will include in-depth 

interviews with journalists of Texty.org.ua as well as an examination and analysis of 

some of their recent projects. 

 According to Yin, a case study should be used when “a ‘how’ or ‘why’ question 

is being asked about a contemporary set of events, over which the investigator has little 

or no control”(Yin, 2009, p. 13). Such a definition perfectly justifies the use of the case 

study in this research, since in fact I want to answer how small newsrooms are 

approaching challenges of automating repetitive work, I’m examining recent trends and 

new technologies developed to do so and last but not least, I can’t manipulate how 

newsrooms are using these technologies, since our primary task is to show what is the 

real state of affairs in this field. I believe that such duality of method will help me to 

cover personal expectations of automated procedures as well as current problems, which 

are still being solved (from interviews) together with a broad overview of existing 

technologies and solutions (from project analysis). 

         Moreover, a case study has been broadly used by other researchers of automation 

technologies in journalism (Graefe, 2016; Linden, 2016; Carlson, 2014; Thurman, 

Schifferes, Fletcher, Newman, Hunt & Schapals, 2016). The Guide to Automated 

Journalism published by Tow Center in 2016 scrutinized three major cases when 

automated practices or algorithms were used to create media content. The latter included 

crime reporting done by an algorithm which was extracting homicide-related data and 
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producing stories based on it; Quakebot, which was basically a program which generated 

news stories based on earthquake alerts from the U.S. Geological Survey’s Earthquake 

Notification Service; and automated corporate earning reports which helped the 

Associated Press to create “3,000 stories per quarter, compared to about three hundred 

stories that AP reporters and editors previously created manually” (Graefe, 2016).  

Carlson’s research was focused on the Narrative Science company, which emerged as a 

result of the partnership between computer scientists at Northwestern University and the 

Medill School of Journalism and created a bot called StatsMonkey, which was producing 

sports reports automatically (Carlson, 2014). 

         Since my approach to this case study anticipates a combination of interviews and 

analysis of  a particular case, it’s also desirable to mention how such methods were used 

in previous studies of automated media practices.  Qualitative interviews were a primary 

source of information in Lynn’s and Hermida’s study of automated technologies used by 

the Los Angeles Time Data Desk (Lynn & Hermida, 2014) as well as in Linden’s 

research on perception and expectations from automated journalism in major media in the 

USA together with media in five European countries (Linden, 2016). An overview of 

technologies used for automatically creating media content was present in the majority of 

cases and was intrinsically integrated into the analysis of the existing solutions (Linden, 

2016; Craefe, 2016; Carlson, 2014). 
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